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Dnd 3. 5 bard guide

This guide is meant as a deep dive into the DnD 5e Bard. For a quick overview of the win class, see our failure of DnD 5e classes. You can see the win-class features here. The following color code is implemented to help you identify, at a glance, how good that option would be for your bard. This color coding is not a
hard and fast rule; There are plenty of options below optimized out there that are viable to your party and it will be fun to play. Red is going to help build your character's effectiveness in all orange good green option is a good option blue is a great option, you should strongly consider this option for your character Sky Blue
an amazing option. If you don't optimize this option of your character so if you're ready, roll nat 20 persuasion checks to seduce BBEG campaigns, behold zombies. Before starting the race check out our guide to DnD races for non-standard races. Keep in mind, most races and sub-races are limited by the setting and
source materials selected by DM. Check with your DM before selecting any of the races that are not listed below. Dwarf: Brad won't tank anytime soon, even if I go to courage or sword college. Hill: Rewards to WIS can sometimes help with wisdom saves, but otherwise there are no redemption features here. Mountain:
STR in the Bard? its not very useful . Dragonborn: Cha bonus is good, usually you will be looking for +2 here. +2 to STR is great for Bards Courage College but would be wasted on most other colleges. A: A Get DEX bonuses that can help somewhat AC from the Bard, and can increase the Bards melee with attack.
Having Dark Vision is helpful in understanding and having Dark Vision. Eyebrow Elf: +1 to CHA is just what you're looking for. It just didn't go out in the sun! Top A: Top A Boost INT and Cantrip Wizard free of your choice. Int bonuses will be wasted but additional counters will always be welcomed. Bookmark: WIS,
increase walking speed, and the ability to hide in the foliage is going to help our Bard that much. Half A: +2 CHA, ASI, and versatility skills make this one of the better races for the Bard class. GNOME: You don't need bonuses to int as a bard. Forest: Dex for courage or sword making + cantrip free makes this option
viable, but not desirable. Rock: Nothing is useful here as a win. Semi-Orc: STR and CON Bonuses, let's move on. Although the Half Orc Bard would be funny from the RP aspect, but we'll leave that to you. Halfling: The great DEX bonus is for courage or sword-making and the lucky trait is always good. Lightfoot: +1 to
CHA, in addition to bonuses to DEX and lucky halfling traits is a solid choice for the Bards melee. Stout: The reward to CON is never wasted, but there are not many here otherwise. Human: Human beings are always worthy. Vanilla: Choose the middle of the road because they increase all their ability scores 1. Type:
Getting a CHA Bonus Plus a Merit and Masterpiece The first level is normally very good. Masterpieces are not great for Bards who don't want to run with courage or swords, which makes this choice a little less attractive if you're not planning on going for that option. Tiefling: Tieflings get +2 boosts to CHA, free cantrip,
and free spells at higher levels making them a great choice for bards. The ability score of scores increases (ASI) at levels 4, 8, 12, 16, and 19. Bards needs CHA and nothing else is critically important, which gives us the ability to dive into DEX and CON to increase AC and hitpoints. If you're going to build for courage or
swords, your DEX is more important than con. STR itself: just not. DEX: High DEX helps survive by increasing your AC and giving you a stronger chance of success against DEX Saves, which is very common. If you are going for the Bard melee this is very important. CON: More hitpoints and better CON saves less
squishy bard. Surely leave this stat. WIS: Can help with WIS saving and hindsight. CHA: This is the most important stat for the Bard because it increases its spellcasting modifier and increases its ability to succeed in social skills checks. Pump this as high as you can. Acolyte Fields: Insight and wisdom are not great for
Bards. Charlatan: Expertise is good with disguise kits and counterfeiting. Deception and Sleight are out of the hands of great skills, tricking more up. Criminal: Many tool professions are not useful, but secrecy and deception are great. Fun: A useful instrument career in music converter kits. Acrobatics and performance
are definitely a great crack of the desired skill professions. Folk Hero: Tool skills are not very useful or skill. Tradesman: Industrialist tools are not very exciting, but insight and persuasion are very useful here. Noble: The game set is not helpful. History and persuasion are good. Sage: No tools and Arcana and History. no
thanks. Sailor: Navigator tools and good blue cars. Athletics and hindsight are both great skills. Srader: Game sets and ground vehicles don't do us any favors. Athletics and intimidation are good. Spy: Game sets and tools are solid thieves. Deception and stealth are great. Urchin: Disguised kits and burglar tools are
great. Sleight of Hand and Stealth are decent, especially if you are replacing Rogue in your party. Bard Class Progress 1 Level Hit Score: Bards d8 decent hitdice. Better than the witch and the wizard, against the droyd and the spiritual. Saving: The proximity with DEX and CHA are huge. DEX is the most important save
in the game. CHA savings are likely to come at higher levels. Weapon/Armor Profession: Style armor, simple weapons, hand crossbows, longswords, rapiers, and shortswords are a great list to choose from, especially for the perfect Custer class. Skills: Bards is an amazing skill monkey class. They have skills with all 3
skills and can get expertise in selected skills easily at higher levels. Acrobatics (DEX): Acrobatics don't seem as often as the Bard would like to come. It is useful for avoiding the buckle. Athletics (STR): Athletics checks are quite common while doing dangerous adventure stuff. Getting close with this can help offset the str
score shed. Arcana (INT): Arcana is one of the more important INT-based skills. Deception (CHA): The Bard is usually going to make choices to face the party. Getting skills and expertise in CHA skills will be important for your social interactions. Insight (WIS): Insights for social interactions are great since it can give you
a ton of information about the person you are trying to persuade or manipulate. Intimidation (CHA): Probably the least important CHA skills for Bards as they can either deceive or convince their way out of position. Review (INT): Reviews are not bad, but prioritizing other skills is better for the Bard. Nature (INT): Nature is
another important int skill. Perception (WIS): We've said it's said perception is the best skill in D&amp;D. Getting skills and expertise in this can help make up for your low WIS score. Performance (CHA): Bards is built around your performances, this may not be very important for high stock positions but can help earn
money and people warm up to you. Persuasion (CHA): Persuasion is probably the best social interaction skills. Religion: Depends on your campaign, but this is usually much less likely to come than Arkana or nature. Sleight of Hand (DEX): Sleight of Hand can be recalled in a number of win-win performances. It can also
be very useful if you rely on more rogue bards. Stealth (DEX): With its mastered spell list and high DEX, the Bard class can sneak as well as any rogue. Spellcasting: Bards are a perfect custer class and use their CHA modifier for casting, similar to warlocks and wizards. Also, they use the method of spells known to learn
spells just like wizards. They are known at the lower end of the spectrum for the number of countertypes but can make up for it by casting rituals. Bard's spell list lacks direct damage and focuses on buffeting, debuffing, and tools. The lack of damage spells is drastically reduced in the 10th level because of the magical
secrets class feature. Bardic Inspiration: Bardic Inspiration is one of the best ways to buffet party members in the whole game. As a bonus action, you can provide your ally with extra dice rolls to add to check your ability, roll attack, or save the launcher. Also scale as you become level d8 in level 5, d10 in level 10, and
d12 in level 15. Jack Level 2 of All Guilds: This is a great tool to round up any ability reviews you should make. It also applies to your takr bonus to roll out an initiative that is a great plus. Song Break: Definitely going to be useful on that crazy adventurer day where you're struggling more than 3 or 4 times before taking a
long break. If your DM throws the recommended 5-6 medium to hard On any day in you this will prove to be even stronger. Choose the third level in Level 3 Bards to get to your college. All of these options have their merits, but they will require different score distributions and feats to be at their best. The college's
glamour college focuses on other attractive creatures with magical fixtures. 3 inspirational mane levels: This is a great team buff that can help your party from some tricky situations. Very useful in exchange for a single bonus act and Bardic inspiration. Enthralling performance: This is an amazing option for role-playing,
though you may have to be creative using it in some situations. The biggest upside is that the creature doesn't know that you're trying to charm it. Mane Level 6 of Her Majesty: Casting Command without expending the spell gap as a bonus act for the full round? It completely fails to break down the issues. It's also
amazing to play for roles if you can do your Enthralling performance first. 14th Level Unbreakable Her Majesty: In your 14 CHA must be 20, making your spell save DC 18. CR 1-14 Monsters averages CHA of 12 meaning there is a 90% chance you are attacked by these creatures. While this sample range is wide, CR 14
Monster alone averages CHA of 16 which only drops that down to a 75% chance of getting hit. Keep in mind that this does not apply to AoE attacks that are quite common at level 14. Lauer Bards College is now one of the most successful classes at D&amp;D 5e. Lauer College is focused on making you stab the Swiss
army from your party. 3 Level Bonus Career: Getting 3 extra careers is simple nasty. At this point you will be in 6 skill skills, specialty in 2 and can add half of your skill bonus to the rest. Gross. Cut the words: It's an amazing ability that can prevent huge chunks of damage at lower levels and help you dodge those nasty
hits at higher levels. Note that this removes the saving launcher. Level 6 Additional Magical Secrets: This will allow you to fireball as soon as it is available which is almost necessary if you don't have an injury custer in your party. See the magic section of magical secrets. 14h Unmatched Skill Level: Being able to use your
Bardic inspiration on yourself, regardless of a bonus act or a silly good reaction. College Swords this is for those swashbuckling bards who want to fray. 3 Level Bonus Career: Medium armor and scimitars are very good professions to pick up seeing as you are likely to be in quite a little combat, it's a shame that shields
are not included in this. Use your weapon as the focus for good Bard spells, but it doesn't prevent you from having to make Custer war into two weapons fighting with a viable build. Fighting Style: This style add a lot to the survival of bards in combat. Duel: A great way to allow you to match combat classes with two-hand
weapons while holding a free hand for somatic components. Fighting: You will likely need Custer's war to make this viable, unless you want to mess around by dropping/sheathing weapons when casting. Also, the damage is negligible compared to the duel and the action eats its reward. Blade flourish: Unfortunately, this
feature is under the sword class and it's not terribly impressive until you can pick up the master's flourish at level 14. When your Bardic inspirations can be the difference between hitting your Paladin or missing, the pathetic damage provided by this flourish doesn't really matter. Defensive flourish: The good news is that
this is a decent half way to deal with some extra damage and increase your AC for an innings. The bad news is that this is the best thing blades flourish: on average, this extra damage is 6 to level 5 trades, 8 to level 10, 10 to level 15, and 12 to level 20. This is quite slightly lower than the expected injury output of other
combat classes getting hit. Mobile flourishing: This can be a viable option if available on a cliff or by some other risk, otherwise it is as frustrating as reducing bloom. 6 Super Attack Levels: Get extra attack levels late, and no way to make these lack of attacks hurts the survival of this class even more. 14th level of master
flourishing: Able to add d6 from injury once per turn, on top of other effects ultimately upside down for this college, unfortunately that's as good as it gets. Colleges will capture much more courage similar to Sword College in the sense that you will be fighting much more melee than other colleges. Less courage focuses on
being a swashbuckler and more on a badass war mage. 3 Level Bonus Career: Getting a career with shields allows this college to now become more viable in sword fighting. Make sure you pick up Custer's war masterpiece. Fighting inspiration: It takes your Bardic inspiration to the next level by increasing your versatility
in combat. Your party members will likely want to hang it out for attack rolls over damage rolls, but avoiding nasty hits can be a solid use. 6 Super Attack Levels: Courage still suffers from the fact that they have their extra attack up to level 6 but somewhat to make up for it with battle magic. 14th Magic Battle Level: It's a
solid upside down and some small negatives. It allows you access to the full spell + melee action bonus 4 levels earlier than Eldritch Magic War Knight and Bards will be able to cast 7 level spells by this point. The downside is that Bardic Inspiration takes bonus action so sometimes it can get in the way of getting your
bonus attack on. To provide context, at this point, you will likely have 5 Bardic inspirations to take any short breaks. College Whispers Third Level Psychic Blades: An interesting feature that somewhat mimics rogue sneak attack damage and scales with levels. Quite a little more damage than what is dealt with by combat



classes So it is a viable use for Bardic inspiration. Keep in mind that this doesn't have to be a melee injury so your hand crossbows just became much stronger. This is a great option to make up for the fact that Bards does not have access to strong damage counters. Words of Terror: It's an interesting mechanic, but I
can't necessarily see the upside down especially when it takes 1 minute alone with the creature to create an effect. Level 6 mane from Whisper: This is a very powerful option to gain access to a safe place. If you can get in and out within an hour, this is one of the strongest penetration features in the 5e. 14th Lore
shadow level: depending on the inventory, this is madly good and can break down perfectly. If you are fighting a mythical creature be sure to wear your legendary resistance for the first time. Specialty: Double up your skill bonus for two great skills. You can do this again in level 10. Level 4 ASI: When the wins reach level
4, they can make asi or masterpiece. They make this choice again at levels 8, 12, 16 and 19. It's fairly typical outside of fighters, Berbers, and Rogues. Font Level 5 Inspiration: Get your Bardic inspirations on a short break. You know to say, mo' Bardic inspires, fewer problems. 6 Countercharm level: It's a very positional
feature, but it will come up big at least once or twice in the campaign. Level 10 Magical Secrets: Bards has a great list of spells but it does have a few fair gaps in it, especially if you are the main custer of the party. For the best spells to choose from for your magical secrets, see the Magic Secrets section. You can do this
again in levels 14 and 18. 20th Premier Inspiration Level: Starting every encounter with Bardic inspiration is good, but not an incredibly exciting capstone feature. Many masterpieces don't fit with win class, but we go over the ones you might consider. Warning: Being higher in the initiative command can be very valuable
to any class. Leader inspired: Your top CHA modifier will definitely make this viable if you are able to take the time before the fight. Lucky: Lucky masterpiece is useful for every character. Magic Begins: Bards will get a lot of damage spells so getting something like Eldritch Blast would be great here. Sniper Spell: Bards
don't mess with rolls attacking ranges a lot. get over this . Custer Wars: The advantage in CON saving and casting spells as opportunity attacks are both useful components of this masterpiece. You really need this if you win a sword-winning college or a courage college. Brads spells have access to a lot of spells so, we
think it would be most useful to talk only about our favorite spells at every level, and the ones to avoid. Just remember that this doesn't mean that the ones we don't mention are necessarily bad or have no purpose. Bard Spells Cantrips Minor Illusion: Easily the most all-won cantrip in the game. a good choice for every
bard . A little less useful than the minor illusion but still solid. Mage Hand: Can be a very useful countertip if used right. Mockery: This is Counterbird. It deals psychological damage and provides a strong debuff on failed savings. 1 Spell Wound Treatment Level: Always good to have extra healing in your party. Magic
Detection: If nothing has this, you need it. Self Converter: This spell is a great tool that can be useful to later levels. Unpleasant whispers: One of the best 1-level spells in the game. If you can get an opportunity attack with this it becomes very powerful. Faerie Fire: A great option to deal with the invisible. Feather Fall:
You'd rather have it and don't need it to need it and have it. Healing Words: A great option even if you are a dedicated healer as it can be useful to reset death saving remote throws. Ugly laugh: A decent spell to attack your party members with an advantage. Championship: Big buff effect, simplicity scale as well. Sleep:
Sleep is a spell that sometimes feels overcome at the beginning of a campaign. With a good roll you can basically end a collision at an innings. It gets much worse at higher levels but can still be useful for dealing non-fatal damage. 2 Level Spells Blindness/Deafness: A good option if you are not fighting humanoid and
can't keep the cast person. Cloud Dagger: If you can't find a funnel point or you can push your melee fighter creatures into the cloud it can do mega damage. Scales with levels. Crown of Madness: This spell has many crippling limitations because of its powerful effect on such a small level. Jump this as long as you can
dominate monsters. Increased ability: Very workable and can be a good buff going to fight or a tough situation. Heat Metal: Really good, no savings and damage bonuses action if they are wearing armor (or knives embedded in them). Keep Dude: This can break collisions against humanoids. Scale well with levels.
Invisible: Bread and butter sneak tools. Less restoration: Most of these conditions are solved by saving, so you run the risk of wasting your turn. It will also run in touch that can run the risk of getting yourself into a tricky situation if your melee fighter needs it. Suggestion: Very work-wise and powerful. 3 Spell Level Best
Curse: Very strong debuff with multiple choices to best win your situation. Magic Disposal: If you don't have a dedicated arcane custer in your party this is very important. Fear: The spell of amazing crowd control. Especially good because they can't save training again until they break the line of sight. Sleeping pattern:
Another big crowd control spell, this or fear based on your taste. Major picture: Your stupidity determines the level of power of this spell but in the right circumstances it is very powerful. Stinky Cloud: Another great control option, not quite as good as some other options though. Touch the Vampire: Gives you 3d6 melee
weapons with life As long as you can focus but those focus checks are supposed to fall on your own. You basically need a melee win and Custer's war to make it worth it. 4th Level Of Forced Spells: In failed rescue you can move a little creature, but they can still be an action. It's not great. Confusion: The best curse is
better. Next door: Teleport, with a friend, is more than a much longer distance from misty steps. Unfortunately, this is a complete measure for actors. More invisible: It's up to your fighter or rogue to use in all attacks. mega damage . Polymorph: Not quite as banished, but very useful for getting a lone fighter out of the fight
temporarily. Spell Level 5 Objects Animate: Very strong spell damage. Dude dominance: This can change the tide of a battle easily. Great spell but limited to humanoids. Dream: The down key is one of the best spells in Arsenal wins. It can really mess with the BBEG of the campaign. Geas: Not to use in combat but can
be used to bend all kingdoms to your will. More restoration: A great spell that can get you or party members out of very tricky situations. Keep Monsters: A spell that can take an existing take out of the fight. Allows to save after every turn which makes it worse than exile. Mass wound treatment: range, multiple goals, and
decent healing power. Misleading: Very decent scouting spell or opportunity to plan an ambush. Binding Planer: 1 hour casting time makes this spell fairly hard to pull off. Scrying: Useful but niche. Appearance: Spell penetration solid, no good focus. 6 Level Eyebite Spells: There are much better crowd control options for
lower spell slots. Mass Suggestion: This is a ridiculous spell that can easily swing collisions in your favor. Otto's Irresistible Dance: Not Good. Planned Illusion: Another situation where this spell is limited by your creativity but similar effects can be achieved with major illusions. 7th Level Spells Force Cage: No reserve and
no way to get out when you put in. This spell is a great way to contain a scary melee creature. Sword of Medenkainen: A terrible amount of damage for the 7th level spell. Magnificent Mansion: Love tastes but slots spell level 7 stretching for this limited effect. Project image: Similar to erring but two higher spell slots. The
only advantage is the range. Regeneration: Not so much more healing than mass treatment wounds, but it does have a growing organ advantage. Resurrection: Death is temporary when you get the resurrection, it would have lasted 10/10. Teleport: The best way to travel. Spell Level 8 Monster Dominance: An excellent
option to help swing the battle tide to your advantage. Feeblemind: Deal a debuff ending if you hit the spellcaster with it. Usually spellcasters at this level will have very strong INT storage or legendary resistance. Glibness: A seemingly small effect for such a high-level spell, although it can be useful in niche situations.
Power Stun Word: You Auto-stun an existing one that is less than 150hp, but they have to save the end of each of their innings. 9th Level of Futures Realistic Spells: Buff is everything you can ask for. It takes 8 hours (no focus!), the target cannot be surprised, has an advantage in the roll, and other creatures have a
disadvantage in the attacking roll against the target. Imprisonment: There are other ways to permanently ward off those great evils. Healing Word Power: Overkill for most situations but can really help turn the tide on massive battles you will be having in Level 9. Power Kill Word: Very mechanical spell is interesting.
Basically, you can auto-kill an existing one if they are less than 100hp. Now, as a player we don't know how much HP Monster is, but reviews or check insights may allow some clues as to whether or not they are close. Real polymorph: If you fail to focus successfully for an hour, the effect can be permanent. The added
flexibility of turning an existing one into an object, or vice versa, is really powerful. Spell spells you can choose any spell available to each class with this feature, so we will have your top selection list. Level 6 (Lore Bard Only) Counterspell: Counterspell is one of the best spells in the game. It's #1 a problem.
Resuscitation: Very strong effect on level 3. Make sure no loses any organs. Ghost Guards: Spell the damage is incredibly good. Less effective in range and Lore Bards is not particularly melee prone. Fireball: This will fill a spell of your injury needs for the rest of the campaign. Bish: Big buff at third level. Keep an eye on
concentration because dropping this early spell has a remicision of level 10: getting rid of creatures from another plane, or from a major threat to many struggles. They have to do saving throws, but CHA is often not a high stat for those enemies. Bigby's hand: Bigby's hand really does everything. It can replicate damage,
help you escape, and keep baddy, all while boosting your action economy because it only uses a bonus action to command. The Bard usually want to keep his bonus act open for Bardic inspiration, but the tool that Bigby hands provides is well worth it. Wall Force: This is your absolute choice in this level. Legit crowd
control, positional tools, and excellent combos with your party wizard. Cold cone: Great range and damage. If you missed out on Fireball this is a great choice. Destructive Wave: Another great damage option and can lead to awesome attacks with advantage opportunities. 14th Plane Change Level: A fully tasked spell
that can take you to places you need to go or take creatures out of the fight permanently. Simulacrum: This is the shenanigan spell. If your DM allows these kinds of things, this is a power choice for sure. Lightning Chain: An excellent damage spell that is a little smarter than fireballs or other AoE damage spells. Reverse
Gravity: A good combination of crowd control and direct damage in Fetish. Disintegrated: a full-do spell that does a ton of damage and can permanently remove an enemy. Aspire Level 18: This is the most powerful spell in the game. Mass Healing: More than the power of the word healing. It can really take your party in
the fight in that high-level war. Meteor swarm: The biggest injury spell in the game. Real Polymorph: Take the BBEG of the fight permanently or turn itself into a scary badass creature. I hope you like the guide! If you have any questions or feel that we missed something for win 5e, go ahead and post a comment below. If
you like our content common Arcan Eye! Eye!
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